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ABSTRACT
5G mobile networks need flexilibity, dynamicity and programmability to satisfy the needs of vertical industries. In
such context, network services can be designed as integral
units to be dynamically grouped among them to create tailored complex composite services or to allow the combination of services in a context of network slicing. In this
demonstration, we present the service composition capabilities of the 5G-TRANSFORMER platform. In particular, we
will show the instantiation of a composite network service
using a previously instantiated service. When terminating
the composite network service, the initial instantiated network service resumes its operation without disruption.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the 5G context, network services (NSs) can be designed
as integral units that work on their own, but they can also
be dynamically grouped with other services to create more
complex and tailored offerings. This allows better adapting
to the needs of a variety of vertical industries, which may be
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sharing the same network. To be able to realize this vision,
the 5G network, by means of its control and management
framework, must offer the required functionality. In that
sense, service composition is a fundamental mechanism to
enable the instantiation of NSs in the form of a dynamic puzzle. In this demonstration, we will show the capabilities of the
5G-TRANSFORMER platform[1], specially the 5GT-Service
Orchestrator (5GT-SO), to manage end-to-end composite
network services deployed on a complex transport network
including heterogeneous transport technologies (wireless,
optical) and several multi-PoP (Point of Presence) computing
resources. In particular, we will demonstrate the instantiation/termination of a composite network service emulating
a monitoring backend application, which uses a previously
instantiated NS emulating a vEPC to dynamically build a
more complex one. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first operational demonstration of a composite network
service deployment sharing a previously deployed network
service.

2

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 presents the system under demonstration. The value
proposition of this demonstration lies in the 5GT-SO module,
which has been enhanced with a hierarchy (parent-child) of
service orchestrator engine (SOE) modules to handle composite network service requests. The SOE parent (SOEp) is in
charge of analysing the incoming request and orchestrates
all the required operations in case of a composite service.
Thanks to the modular architecture of the 5GT-SO module,
the SOEp relies on the SOE child to perform the instantiation of each of the different nested NS in a composite NS,
following the original orchestration logic explained in [3]
using ETSI NFV IFA 014, 011, 013 specifications. The 5G-MTP
module is the coordinator of the different managers present
at the underlying transport network providing storage, computing and networking resources. In particular, storage and
computing resources are provided by two PoPs managed by
different instances of Openstack software, while networking
resources at the transport network are coordinated by a hierarchy of SDN controllers using Control Orchestration Protocol (COP) [2]. The transport network combines different
transport technologies. At the edge, forwarding elements use
wireless mmWave (IEEE 802.11ad) and WiFi (IEEE 802.11ac)
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Figure 1: Deployment of a composite NS over the 5G-TRANSFORMER platform
links. At the core domain, the system counts with a multilayer optical transport network, as depicted in Figure 1.

3

DEMONSTRATION

In this demonstration, we show the automated end-to-end
orchestration of a composite NS which is sharing resources
with a previously instantiated NS on a multiPoP infrastructure connected by the transport network described previously. The composite NS consists of two nested NSs. First, a
NS emulating a Virtualized Evolved Packet Core (vEPC). This
vEPC NS consists of four VNFs, namely MME, HSS, S-GW
and P-GW. The second nested NS is a monitoring backend
NS consisting of two VNFs, namely a load balancer and a
processing server. The main steps of the demonstration are:
1) A request of a single NS arrives to the 5GT-SO from the
5GT-VS. It asks for the deployment of the simulated vEPC
NS. The 5GT-SO analyses the request and proceeds with the
deployment workflow of a single NS, as explained in [3].
2) A request of a composite NS consisting of two different
nested services (a vEPC and a monitoring backend) arrives to
the 5GT-SO. In this request, there is a reference to an already
deployed network service instance. The 5GT-SO analyses the
request, checks which are the nested NSs of the composite
network service and identifies to what part of the composite
network service, the received reference points to.
3) Based on the information extracted in step 2), the 5GT-SO
proceeds to instantiate the nested NSs which is not currently
deployed according to the deployment workflow of a single
NS, as it is done in step 1).
4) Once all the different nested NS of the composite are instantiated, the 5GT-SO triggers the creation of the internested
NS connection/s according to the description provided in the
composite network descriptor. 5GT-SO performs an appropriate management of its databases to track the information
and resources related to both the composite and the nested

service instances.
In the second part of the demostration, we show the termination of the composite NS. In this case, the 5GT-SO will
proceed to remove the resources associated to the composite
NS (i.e. second nested NS) without disrupting the operation
of the initially instantiated simulated vEPC network service.
Several graphical user interfaces (GUIs) show information
about the different components of the 5G-TRANSFORMER
system, as depicted in Figure 1. For instance, the GUI of the
5GT-SO module shows the structure of the different deployed
NS and the GUI of the 5GT-MTP module shows the underlying networking and compute infrastructure together with
the resources used by the instantiation of the different NSs.

3.1

Requirements

The demonstration will be launched from a laptop and executed remotely at the CTTC premises, hence, requiring stable
Internet access. A table will be required to place the laptop
and one or two large screens to show the available GUIs and
access to a power outlet to plug these elements. A wall or
stand to mount a poster will help to explain the demo to the
audience. A demo run is about 20 minutes.
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